Preface
Network security monitoring (NSM) is the collection, analysis,
and escalation of indications and warnings (I&W)
to detect and respond to intrusions.
—Richard Bejtlich and Bamm Visscher 1

Welcome to The Practice of Network Security Monitoring.
The goal of this book is to help you start detecting
and responding to digital intrusions using networkcentric operations, tools, and techniques. I have
attempted to keep the background and theory to a
minimum and to write with results in mind. I hope
this book will change the way you, or those you seek to influence, approach
computer security. My focus is not on the planning and defense phases of
the security cycle but on the actions to take when handling systems that are
already compromised or that are on the verge of being compromised.

1. SearchSecurity webcast, December 4, 2002 (slides archived at http://www.taosecurity.com/
bejtlich_visscher_techtarget_webcast_4_dec_02.ppt).

This book is a sequel and complement to my previous works on NSM:
•

•

•

The Tao of Network Security Monitoring: Beyond Intrusion Detection (AddisonWesley, 2005; 832 pages). The Tao provides background, theory, history,
and case studies to enrich your NSM operation.
Extrusion Detection: Security Monitoring for Internal Intrusions (AddisonWesley, 2006; 416 pages). After reading The Tao, Extrusion Detection
will expand NSM concepts to architecture, defense against client-side
attacks, and network forensics.
Real Digital Forensics: Computer Security and Incident Response with Keith
J. Jones and Curtis W. Rose (Addison-Wesley, 2006; 688 pages). Last,
RDF shows how to integrate NSM with host- and memory-centric forensics, allowing readers to investigate computer crime evidence on the
bundled DVD.

This book will jump-start your NSM operation, and my approach has
survived the test of time. In 2004, my first book contained the core of my
detection-centered philosophy: Prevention eventually fails. Some readers questioned that conclusion. They thought it was possible to prevent all
intrusions if the “right” combination of defenses, software security, or network architecture was applied. Detection was not needed, they said, if you
could stop attackers from gaining unauthorized access to networks. Those
who still believe this philosophy are likely suffering the sort of long-term,
systematic compromise that we read about in the media every week.
Nearly a decade later, the security industry and wider information
technology (IT) community are beginning to understand that determined
intruders will always find a way to compromise their targets. Rather than
just trying to stop intruders, mature organizations now seek to rapidly
detect attackers, efficiently respond by scoping the extent of incidents,
and thoroughly contain intruders to limit the damage they might cause.
It’s become smarter to operate as though your enterprise is always
compromised. Incident response is no longer an infrequent, ad-hoc affair.
Rather, incident response should be a continuous business process with
defined metrics and objectives. This book will provide a set of data, tools,
and processes to use the network to your advantage and to transform your
security operation to cope with the reality of constant compromise. If you
don’t know how many intrusions afflicted your organization last quarter
or how quickly you detected and contained those intrusions, this book will
show you how to perform those activities and track those two key metrics.

Audience
This book is for security professionals unfamiliar with NSM, as well as more
senior incident handlers, architects, and engineers who need to teach NSM
to managers, junior analysts, or others who may be technically less adept.
I do not expect seasoned NSM practitioners to learn any astounding new
technical details from this book, but I believe that few security professionals
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today have learned how to properly perform NSM. Those of you frustrated
that your intrusion detection or prevention system (IDS/IPS) provides only
alerts will find NSM to be a pleasant experience!

Prerequisites
I try to avoid duplicating material that other authors cover well. I assume
you understand the basic use of the Linux and Windows operating systems,
TCP/IP networking, and the essentials of network attack and defense. If
you have gaps in your knowledge of either TCP/IP or network attack and
defense, consider these books:
•

•

•

The Internet and Its Protocols: A Comparative Approach by Adrian Farrel
(Morgan Kaufmann, 2004; 840 pages). Farrel’s book is not the newest,
but it covers a wide range of protocols, including application protocols
and IPv6, with bit-level diagrams for each and engaging prose.
Wireshark Network Analysis, 2nd Edition, by Laura Chappell and Gerald
Combs (Laura Chappell University, 2012; 986 pages). All network and
security analysts need to understand and use Wireshark, and this book
uses descriptions, screenshots, user-supplied case studies, review questions (with answers), “practice what you’ve learned” sections, and dozens of network traces (available online).
Hacking Exposed, 7th Edition, by Stuart McClure, et al (McGraw-Hill
Osborne Media, 2012; 768 pages). Hacking Exposed remains the single
best generic volume on attacking and defending IT assets, thanks to
its novel approach: (1) Introduce a technology, (2) describe how to
break it, and (3) explain how to fix it.

Readers comfortable with the core concepts from these books may want
to consider the following for deeper reference:
•

•

Network Forensics: Tracking Hackers through Cyberspace by Sherri Davidoff
and Jonathan Ham (Addison-Wesley, 2012; 592 pages). Network Forensics
takes an evidence-centric approach, using network traffic (both wired
and wireless), network devices (IDS/IPS, switches, routers, firewalls,
and web proxies), computers (system logs), and applications to investigate incidents.
Metasploit: The Penetration Tester’s Guide by David Kennedy, Jim O’Gorman,
Devon Kearns, and Mati Aharoni (No Starch Press, 2011; 328 pages).
Metasploit is an open source platform to exploit target applications and
systems, and this book explains how to use it effectively.

A Note on Software and Protocols
The examples in this book rely on software found in the Security Onion
(SO) distribution (http://securityonion.blogspot.com/). Doug Burks created SO
to make it easy for administrators and analysts to conduct NSM using tools
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like Snort, Suricata, Bro, Sguil, Squert, Snorby, Xplico, and NetworkMiner.
SO is free and can be installed via a bootable Xubuntu ISO image or by
adding the SO Personal Package Archive (PPA) to your favorite flavor of
Ubuntu and installing the packages from there. Although FreeBSD is still
a powerful operating system, Doug’s work on SO, with contributions from
Scott Runnels, has made Ubuntu Linux variants my first choice for NSM
appliances.
Rather than present tools independently, I’ve chosen to primarily rely
on software found in SO, and all of the examples in the main text use open
source tools to illustrate attack and defense. While commercial tools offer
many helpful features, paid support, and a vendor to blame for problems, I
recommend readers consider demonstrating capabilities with open source
software first. After all, few organizations begin NSM operations with substantial budgets for commercial software.
This book focuses on IPv4 traffic. Some tools packaged with SO support IPv6, but some do not. When IPv6 becomes more widely used in production networks, I expect more tools in SO to integrate IPv6 capabilities.
Therefore, future edition of this book may address IPv6.

Scope
This book consists of the following parts and chapters.
Part I, “Getting Started,” introduces NSM and how to think about sensor placement.
•

•

Chapter 1, “Network Security Monitoring Rationale,” explains why
NSM matters, to help you gain the support needed to deploy NSM in
your environment.
Chapter 2, “Collecting Network Traffic: Access, Storage, and Manage
ment,” addresses the challenges and solutions surrounding physical
access to network traffic.

Part II, “Security Onion Deployment,” focuses on installing SO on
hardware and configuring SO effectively.
•

•
•

Chapter 3, “Stand-alone NSM Deployment and Installation,” introduces
SO and explains how to install the software on spare hardware to gain
initial NSM capability at low or no cost.
Chapter 4, “Distributed Deployment,” extends Chapter 3 to describe
how to install a dispersed SO system.
Chapter 5, “SO Platform Housekeeping,” discusses maintenance activities for keeping your SO installation running smoothly.

Part III, “Tools,” describes key software shipped with SO and how to
use these applications.
•
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Chapter 6, “Command Line Packet Analysis Tools,” explains the key
features of Tcpdump, Tshark, Dumpcap, and Argus in SO.

•
•

Chapter 7, “Graphical Packet Analysis Tools,” adds GUI-based software
to the mix, describing Wireshark, Xplico, and NetworkMiner.
Chapter 8, “NSM Consoles,” shows how NSM suites, like Sguil, Squert,
Snorby, and ELSA, enable detection and response workflows.

Part IV, “NSM in Action,” discusses how to use NSM processes and data
to detect and respond to intrusions.
•
•

•
•
•

Chapter 9, “NSM Operations,” shares my experience building and leading a global computer incident response team (CIRT).
Chapter 10, “Server-side Compromise,” is the first NSM case study,
wherein you’ll learn how to apply NSM principles to identify and validate the compromise of an Internet-facing application.
Chapter 11, “Client-side Compromise,” is the second NSM case study,
offering an example of a user being victimized by a client-side attack.
Chapter 12, “Extending SO,” concludes the main text with coverage of
tools and techniques to expand SO’s capabilities.
Chapter 13, “Proxies and Checksums,” concludes the main text by
addressing two challenges to conducting NSM.

The Conclusion offers a few thoughts on the future of NSM, especially
with respect to cloud environments.
The Appendix, “SO Scripts and Configuration,” includes information
from SO developer Doug Burks on core SO configuration files and control
scripts.
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Disclaimer
This is a book about network monitoring—an act of collecting traffic thatmay violate local, state, and national laws if done inappropriately. The tools
and techniques explained in this book should be tested in a laboratory environment, apart from production networks. None of the tools or techniques
discussed in this book should be tested with network devices outside the
realm of your responsibility or authority. Any and all recommendations
regarding the process of network monitoring that you find in this book
should not be construed as legal advice.

